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Abbreviations:  
 ADL      Activities of daily living 

 AUC     Area under the Curve 

 BS     Barthel-Score  

 BA     Barthel-Score at admission 

 BD     Barthel Score at discharge 

 CDT      Shulman’s Clock-Drawing-Test 

 GDS-15     Geriatric depression scale 

 HG     Handgrip averaged over both hands in kPa 

 M     Mean 

 MMSE     Mini-Mental State Examination 

 ROC     Receiver Operator Characteristics 

 SD     Standard deviation 

 TUG     Timed-up and Go-Test  

 TUGd     Timed-up and Go-Test at discharge 

 WD     Walking distance in m  

Abstract 
Motivation: When treated for an acute disorder, older adults are vulnerable for functional losses and 

the need of care after discharge. In a specialised geriatric ward, patients get a comprehensive 

treatment complementary to medical care in order to maintain and improve mobility and activities of 

daily living (ADL) to facilitate the return to domesticity. The aim of this paper is to identify the relevant 

predictors for the impact of geriatric treatment on the status at discharge, which are then used in 

logistic models to predict a patient’s potential to reach a certain level of independence during 

treatment. 

 

Method: In a retrospective cohort study with 580 patients, we analysed the impact of acute geriatric 

early rehabilitation on the functional outcome after treatment. As a sufficient improvement of ADLs 

and mobility we defined as a suitable endpoint at least 60 Barthel Points (ADL) and the ability for 

„Timed-Up-and-Go-Test“(TUG) when discharged from acute hospital care. To identify relevant 

predictors in the set of the screening assessments at admission we used linear and logistic regressions 

as well as odds-ratios. Multivariate logistic models are used to predict the probability that at patient 

reaches the endpoint. Their predictive quality is tested on additional 120 test patients from a different 

cohort.   

 

Results: Statistical analysis shows that all patients improved during early rehabilitation significantly in 

ADLs and the physical function (TUG).  Barthel-Score, walking distance and handgrip on admission are 

the strongest predictors for the outcome after geriatric treatment. Logistic models predict the 

outcome correctly in 70% to 80% of the cases. These models once established for a certain cohort of 

patients can be applied with similar accuracy to different sets of patients as well. Clinical condition, 

the medical treatment before admission, length of hospitalization, age or gender have no predictive 

quality.  

 

Discussion: We were able to show that all patients benefit significantly from early rehabilitation in an   

acute geriatric ward. Only a few assessments on admission related to physical function are sufficient 

to indicate the functional outcome after geriatric treatment. Logistic models based on these predictors 

are reliable with a generic predictive quality for the expected level of independence at discharge. This 

facilitates early discharge planning. 
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Trial registration: The study was retrospectively registered on 2nd July 2018 by the ethic commission of 

the hospital und filed under registration number (MG1/569/770/2019).   

 

Background 
Older adults are the largest group of hospitalized patients. In western countries up to 50% [1] of the 

admitted persons are 65 years or older. Most older adults live at home (74% in Germany and 67,5% in 

OECD25 [2]). However, older patients in hospitals suffer severe risks of functional decline. Early 

rehabilitation of the elderly along with the clinical treatment in specialized acute geriatric wards, 

labeled often as Acute Care for the Elderly units (ACE), minimizes these risks. Such a treatment is an 

important and useful strategy, to facilitate a return to their previous social and domestic live [1,3,4]. 

However, early rehabilitation patients typically need support or even institutional care after discharge. 

Hence, discharge planning is an important task, which should start as early as possible. To aid this 

process, a prognostic tool, which quantifies the potential of a patient already based on geriatric 

assessments at admission would be helpful.  

To explore the potential of a patient we need a useful and efficient outcome measure. There is a wide 

variety of outcome measures reported in the literature [5], where mobility and the Barthel score for 

ADLs were found to be most sensitive for the benefits of early rehabilitation in acute care. Hence, we 

use as a first outcome target a Barthel-Score of minimum 60 points, which is the approved level of 

independence for acceptance in a further rehabilitation unit. As independence needs a certain 

capability to stand up and walk, the second outcome target is the ability to perform the Timed-Up-

and-Go-Test (TUG). Both outcome targets form a meaningful endpoint. To identify strong predictors 

for a positive outcome we analyze the scores from standard geriatric assessments at admission. With 

predictors showing the largest effect-sizes logistic models are formed, to predict the probability to 

meet the outcome target successfully. These prognostic models are tested on different cohorts of 

patients to analyze their predictive power.  

Organization of the paper is as follows. At first, we describe the procedures and participants of this 

retrospective study, the geriatric assessments and give an overview of the statistical methods and a 

descriptive statistical listing of the data. As our endpoint contains Barthel-Score and TUG as outcome 

measures, we first analyze dependencies of BD and TUGd on admission assessments separately. We 

extend this analysis to the combined output measure as a suitable endpoint and develop a predictive 

model for prognosis of the patient’s potential reaching the endpoint. We describe the overall model 

quality using sensitivity, specificity and the area under the ROC curve. To test the quality of the models, 

we apply the models to data of a different cohort of test-patients.          

Methods  

Procedures and Participants 

Participants in this retrospective cross sectional study were 700 randomly chosen patients of the acute 

geriatric ward of a medium sized hospital in a rural area in Germany from 2009-2019. Data of 580 

patients are analyzed and 351 of them with a BA less than 60 are used for model development. Another 

group of 120 patients, treated in 2018 and 2019, form the test cohort.  

Patients are typically aged > 70 years, have multiple chronical illnesses and are admitted because of 

an acute disorder. They were transferred to the geriatric ward either from the surgical or internal ward 

of the hospital or other hospitals nearby without a geriatric unit. The disorders treated were internal 

(apoplexy, cardio-vascular disorders, diabetes, pneumonia, infections) or surgical (fractures of femoral 
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neck, pelvis, vertebral bodies and humerus, treated surgically or conservatively) or convalescents after 

abdominal or cardiac surgery.  

During their stay (typically 14 days) patients get, complementary to acute medical care, a com-

prehensive training in order to maintain and improve mobility and activities of daily living. The 

rehabilitative training comprises intense activating daily care, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, 

physical exercise, cognitive training and if needed speech therapy and psychological consulting. The 

training is tailored to meet the specific individual deficits of a patient. Ten multidisciplinary therapeutic 

training sessions are scheduled per week. Staff-members (nursing, therapists and doctors) in the 

geriatric ward have a special geriatric qualification and meet regularly to discuss the development of 

the patients. 

Randomization 

Participants in this study were randomly chosen, selected by picking arbitrary hospital registration 

numbers of patients admitted to the geriatric ward from 2009-2019. Data of 580 patients form the 

basic cohort used for statistical analysis and 351 datasets with BS < 60 were used for model 

development. Other 120, randomly chosen patients with BS < 60 form a test cohort, to validate the 

predictive power of the model. To compensate for bias and outliers in the randomly chosen cohorts, 

bootstrap resampling was applied to derive 95%-confidential intervals. 

Measures  

For the whole set of treatment, the hospital gets a fixed remuneration under certain conditions: 

Specially trained staff, adequate equipment and furnishing of the ward, size of the hospital rooms and 

specific procedures. In particular, the testing of mobility, ADLs, cognition and emotion on admission 

and ADLs and mobility at discharge is mandatory. The specific tests were selected by the hospital and 

then accredited by the federal geriatric association.  

The following tests were applied at admission: Barthel-Score (BS), Timed-up and Go-Test (TUG), 

walking distance (WD) and handgrip strength (HG), Shulman’s Clock-Drawing-Test (CDT) and Mini-

Mental State Examination (MMSE) and the geriatric depression scale (GDS-15). Tests for physical 

function (TUG, HG, WD) and BS were repeated before discharge.   

The Barthel-Score (BS) is a marker for the performance in ADL. A higher score is associated with a 

greater likelihood of being able to live with a certain degree of independence. According to ICD-10, 

Barthel-Scores are clustered in 5 intervals. A score 60-75 indicates a medium sized impairment. In the 

three intervals below 60 there is growing dysfunctionality with falling Barthel-Scores. There is none or 

only a slight impairment for scores from 80 to 95.         

TUG-testing results indicate fall risks and measure the impairment of mobility by taking the time in 

seconds required to stand up from a chair, followed by walking 3 meters, turn around walk back and 

sit down again. The TUG-performance is measured in seconds and hence a quantitative indicator for 

physical functioning as frailty and falling risk but is also a useful indicator for cognition [11, 12, 22, 25, 

29]. A TUG time more than 12 seconds is predictive for future falls [24].  

Hand grip strength correlates positively with overall physical performance and has a predictive validity 

for decline in cognition and mobility [6, 13, 14]. Handgrip was measured in kPa using the Vigorimeter 

(KLS Martin), which is as reliable as the JAMAR Dynamometer [15]. In the present study, we consider 

the averaged pressure of both hands.  

The walking distance (WD) is an indicator for physical function, cognition and mental status as well as 

their interrelationship [16, 17]. This test accounts for three important aspects of overall functioning. 

We measure the untimed walking distance (WD) in meter.  
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For the assessment of cognition, we use the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) [18] and 

Shulman’s Clock-Drawing-Test (CDT) [19, 20].  MMSE is a screening test for dementia with a maximum 

score of 30 points. The threshold for no or negligible impairment are 24 points. There are three 

categories for mild (19–23 points), moderate (10–18 points) and severe deficits for less or equal 9 

marks. For performing in the Clock-Drawing-Test patients have to draw the dial of an analogous watch 

with the watch hands set to certain time: 10 past 11. The outcome is assessed with a 6 point inverted 

scale: 3 or more points indicate cognitive impairment.     

The score for the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) is determined via individual self-assessment of the 

patient [21]. 15 questions have to be answered by yes/no. From a scoring grid with one point per 

answer, the severity of depression can be assessed. Below 5 points there is no depression, a mild 

depression is to be expected between 5 to 10 points. 11 to 15 points indicate a severe depression. This 

test is not possible in the case of dementia. 

Besides the screening tests the following characteristics - taken from the hospital records – were 

included for each patient in the analysis: age, gender, duration of stay in days and the referral from 

surgical or medical department.  

Endpoint and Outcome measures 

Heldmann and coworkers [5] analysed outcome measures in a meta-analysis for acute geriatric early 

rehabilitation. ADL-capacity (BS) is a typical indicator, substantiated in many cases by mobility criteria.   

In our view independent or moderately assisted living after treatment, requires a certain capability in 

ADLs plus a basic mobility e.g. transfer from a passive state (i.e. sitting) to active movements (i.e. 

walking) and vice versa, while maintaining a low falling risk. As a sufficient improvement of ADLs and 

mobility, we define as a suitable endpoint at least 60 Barthel-Points plus the ability for an untimed 

TUG.  

A drawback of the timed TUG-test for hospitalized patients is that many are not able to stand up and 

therefore are incapable to perform the timed test. Hence a certain improvement in seconds at 

discharge is an outcome measure with a large floor effect. Dichotomous tests (TUG possible or not) 

also reported in literature [12], avoid this effect. It was shown, that the timed as well as the 

dichotomous test are significantly associated with functional performance. Patients found able to do 

the TUG had a lower fall rate as those who failed. We therefore use the dichotomous test as a suitable 

outcome measure and monitor the TUG-time as well. 

Statistical methods 

We use SPSS 27 to perform the statistical analysis [23] of the assessment data. A significance-level p < 

0.05 was used throughout. The magnitude of a certain effect is measured using standardized effect-

size parameters r, f, V: r > 0,5, f > 0,4 and V > 0.5 indicate a strong effect.  

The assessment data may exhibit deviations from a normal distribution. For parametric test e.g. t-tests 

non-parametric tests (e.g. Wilcoxon or Mann Whitney U tests) validate statistical findings. The chi-

squared test is used to examine statistical properties of categorical variables and odds-ratios to 

quantify the impact of dichotomous measures (e.g. gender) on the outcome of the geriatric treatment. 

With Bootstrapping using 1000 samples, we obtain 95%-ranges for the statistical findings.  

Linear and logistic regressions were performed to examine the impact of the screening parameters 

(predictors) taken at admission (BA, HG, WD, MMSE etc.) on the outcome at discharge. Linear 

regression analysis results not only in optimal fits of the data with a straight line but comprises 

correlation of predictors with endpoints as well. Logistic regression defines a model for the probability 

P (0 ≤ P ≤ 1) to reach a certain condition, here to meet the endpoint. Using P = 0.5 as the classification 
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cutoff, a binary classification is possible i.e. a go/no-go-decision. P is a logistic function of the metric 

assessment scores weighted with coefficients fitted to the data. For a bivariate analysis e.g. P(BA) BA 

is the only variable considered.  

Logistic regression models for a probability once established for a given set of data, may be applied to 

other data sets. If the probabilities predict the outcome in such test sets with comparable accuracy, 

then the models obtained from the initial data have an inherent generic predictive quality. To 

investigate this, we compared the clinical outcomes to the prognosis of the models for the initial data 

set and for 120 different test-patients. Quality measures are sensitivity and specificity of the P-models 

using P = 0.5 as the classification cutoff and the ROC-Curves (Receiver Operating Characteristics). The 

ROC-curve evaluates a model by plotting the true positive rate (sensitivity) against the false positive 

rate (1-specificity) of the model-predictions with varied decision threshold settings (i.e. P-values). A 

reference for no predictive quality is a random classifier giving a 45°-line in the ROC-diagram. 

Specifically, the area under ROC-curves (AUC) is a quantitative quality criterion. The range is between 

0 and 1 and the larger the area, the better [30]. A suitable index-number for the predictive quality is 

AUC minus the area under the 45°-line multiplied by 2. This defines the Gini-Index which varies 

between 0 and 1. The best discrimination threshold yields a maximum number of true positives and 

the minimum number of false positives. This threshold maximizes the Jouden-Index which is sum of 

sensitivity plus specificity minus 1. In the ROC curve the best discriminator corresponds to the point 

with the largest distance from the 45° line and maybe determined by placing the 45°-tangent to the 

curve.  

Patient data 

The basic cohort with 580 patients consists of 426 women, 154 men. 291 of them had internal diseases 

289 surgical problems (84 of them were treated conservatively). Screening assessments at admission, 

are listed Table 1.    

Scores and statistics Valid measures Range M ± SD Median 

Barthel score (BA)  580 0 .. 95 49.8 ± 17.4 50 

GDS-15 543 0 .. 14  3.6 ± 2.7 3 

MMSE 551 6 .. 30 24.3 ± 5.0 26 

CDT 

 

515 1 .. 6 3.1 ± 1.3 3 

TUG in seconds 194 8 ..  80 26.7 ± 9.2 27 

HG re/li (averaged) in kPa 541 0  .. 82 29.3 ± 16.7 28 

WD in m 468 1 .. 150 25.0 ± 25.9 30 

Age in years 580 64 .. 97 82.7 ± 6.3 83 

Weight in kg 575 36 .. 145 71.7 ± 15.9 70 

Hospitalization in days 580 7 .. 46 18.2 ± 3.9 18 

Table 1: Patient characteristics recorded at admission, range, median, mean values (M) and standard 

deviations (SD).   

Predictors for Barthel-Score or TUG at discharge     
The endpoint of this study consists of two components: BD / TUGd.  As a first step, we investigate the 

predictors for BD and TUGd independently to quantify the impact of the geriatric early rehabilitation 

scheme on ADLs and mobility respectively.  
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Barthel Score 

Patients BA score was categorized according to the five ICD 10 groups. The improvement of the score 

during hospitalization is determined using the difference of means (M ) before and after treatment 

in each category and for all n = 580 patients (Fig. 1). A paired sample t-test for each group before and 

after treatment is performed and the results are confirmed by a non-parametric Wilcoxon test, Tab. 2. 

The increase in BS is significant with a strong effect size in all groups 0.78 < r < 0.91. BD minus BA is 

around 20 points, i.e. on the average patients improve their ADL-score by one ICD10 group. The groups 

20 to 35 and 40 to 55 have the highest benefit from early geriatric rehabilitation.    

  ICD10-group 

 

M : M(BD)-M(BA)  

(95% CI)  

                 

SD of M  

   

p r p r 

   t-test Wilcoxon-test 

BA ≤ 15  
n = 27  

15.3 (10.2- 20.5) 

 

9.7 0.00 0.78 

 

 

0.00 0.76 

BA: 20 to 35  
n = 112  

21.6 (18.9 - 24.4)  12.3 0.00 0.83 0.00 0.83 

BA: 40-55  

n = 212 

22.4 (20.7 - 24.1) 

 

10.3 0.00 0.87 0.00 0.83 

BA: 60-75       

n = 224  

19.1 (18.0 - 20,2) 7.5 0.00 0.91 0.00 0.85 

BA: 80-95         

n = 5  

11.0 (2.9 - 19.1) 6.6 0.02 0.88 0.04 0.91 

All patients 

n = 580  

20.6 (19.6 - 21.5) 19.0 0.00 0.87 0.00 0.83 

Table 2: Mean differences (M  = M(BD)-M(BA)) in bold letters and standard deviation (SD) before 

and after treatment with 95% confidence intervals in the ICD10 categories and for the full cohort.   

 

Fig. 1 Barthel Scores at admission (BA) and before discharge (BD) and BS–improvement with standard 

deviations indicated by black lines 

Predictors for BD 

To find the most important predictors for BS-improvement we examined all metric scores at admission 

for all 580 patients, (except CDT, which is categorical), with bivariate linear regressions (Table 3). F-

tests prove significance for the linear model and t-tests significance for the coefficients (i.e. constant 

and slope of the linear fit). R², the measure of determination, is the squared Pearson correlation 
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coefficient R and f is Cohens effect size. The table lists significant models only with a large enough F-

value for p < 0.05. 

As expected, the Barthel score at admission (BA) has the strongest impact on the score at discharge 

(BD). BA correlates strongly with BD (R = 0.82) and Cohen’s effect size is f = 1.424. HG, WD and MMSE 

follow in descending order: R = {0.44, 0.40, 0.39}; f = {0.492, 0.433, 0.425}. Age, GDS-15 and TUG-time 

are weak predictors, whereas weight and duration of treatment are non-significant (p > 0.2) and hence 

are not included in Table 3. In particular age is weakly correlated with BD: R = 0.16. The linear regres-

sion models for BD are shown in Fig. 2.  

Predictors for BD 

 

F(df,n)   R² Constant  Slope  f 

BA F(1,576)=1168     

 

0.67 19.2<22.12< 25.1 

 

0.9<0.97<1.0 1.424 

HG in kPa F(1,569)=138 0.195 52.0<55.33<58.8;  0.4<0.53<0.6;  0.492 

WD > 0 in m  F(1,466)=87;  

 

0.158 65.1<67.43<69.6 0.20<0.26<0.31; 0.433 

MMSE  F(1,548)= 99;  0.153 25.1<33.96<43.0; 

 

1.2<1.55<1.9;  0.425 

TUG in s  F(1,192)=6,9;  0.035 85.8 < 90.48 < 94.9 

 

-0.4 <-0.23 <-0.1;  

 

0.190 

GDS  F(1,539)=11.1; 

  

0.020 73.3 < 75.85 < 78.4  

 

--1.6 <-1,02 <-0.4   

 

0.146 

Age in years  F(1,577)= 15;   

 

0.026 92.2<113.43<135.9 

 

-0.8< -0.53 <0.3    

 

0.161 

Table 3 Linear regression parameters (p < 0.05 for all predictors listed) for bivariate analysis of BD. 95%-

ranges for slope and constant are given for each significant regression. Bold are the nominal values of 

the regression coefficients.  

 

Fig. 2 Linear regression models for BD vs. predictor ranges in %: BA (solid line), MMSE (dashed line), 

HG (dash dotted) and WD (dotted)  

The figure shows that BA has the highest leverage on the Barthel score at discharge. The other 

predictors with identical but almost smaller slopes have a moderate impact on BD and they need a 

large vertical intercept to interpolate between the measured data. This finding is in perfect accordance 

with the effect sizes and the Pearson correlation coefficients, see Tab. 2.  

TUG-test at admission and discharge: 

In acute geriatric care a TUG test is a challenge for patients. Only 194 patients were able to do the TUG 

test at admission and 406 at discharge. The mean TUG time at admission was 26.7 ± 9.2 s. Only six 
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patients had a TUG time under the 12 seconds limit [24], the cut-off point for normal mobility. The 

TUG time at discharge of the 194 patients with a timed TUG at admission, was 17.9 ± 7.5 s, which is a 

significant improvement (paired t- test: t = 19.4, p = 0.000, r = 0.82; Wilcoxon test: p = 0.000, r = 0.85). 

The number of patients with TUG under 12s increased from 6 to 47 patients.  

386 patients were unable to do the TUG at admission but 215 of those patients could do the TUG at 

discharge with a TUG time of 24.8 ± 9,8 s. 10 of them had a TUG time under the 12 seconds limit.   

Dichotomous variable: Logistic Regression 

As TUG times at admission as well as on discharge are typically well above the cut off value of 12 

seconds and as only 33% of the patients were able at admission to do the test, the dichotomous version 

of the test (TUG possible or not) is the appropriate choice. Bivariate logistic regressions are applied to 

identify strong predictors for such dichotomous outcome-measures. ²-tests prove the significance 

for the logistic model. The coefficient of determination is Nagelkerke’s R², from which Cohens f is 

obtained. Table 4 lists the results for the significant models (p < 0.05).   

Predictor for TUGd ²(df=1)  R²  0  

 

1, 

 

f  

BA 

 

² = 221.9  

n = 579 

0.451 -4.31<-3.57<-2.91;  

 

0.08 < 0.10 < 0.11; 0.906 

 

WD > 0m 

 

² = 79.1 

n = 468 

0.245 -0.48<-0.02 < 0.40;  0.04 < 0.06 < 0.09; 

 

0.570 

HG in kPa 

 

² = 58.2 

n = 572 

0.138 -0.69 <-0.32 < 0.07; 

 

0.03 < 0,05 < 0,06  0.400 

MMSE  ² = 33.6  

n = 551 

0.085 -2.84 < -1.74 <-0.75;        

 

0.04 < 0,08 < 0.13;       

 

0.305 

Age  ²= 8,0;   

n = 577 

0,005; 

0,019 1.83 < 4.22 < 6.83;      

 

 -0.71 < -0.04 <-0.01     0.139 

 

Table 4 Nominal logistic regression parameters ß0 and ß1 in bold letters for bivariate analysis of impact 

of predictors on TUGd. 95%-ranges for 0 and 1 are given for each predictor. All predictors listed are 

significant, p < 0.05.  

The important predictors for TUGd with a strong effect size f  0.4 are BA (f =0.906), WD (f =0.570), 

HG (f =0.400). MMSE (f =0.305) and age (f =0.139) establish significant models but the effect size is 

medium or small respectively. Note that WD and HG change positions in the hierarchical order as 

compared to the linear BD-regression. In particular, the small effect size of age indicates that age is 

not very important for performing the TUG at discharge. Weight, GDS and hospitalization in days have 

a non-significant effect and hence are not considered.  

Predictors for BD 60 and TUGd (endpoint) for patients with BA < 60 
The endpoint of this study is the joint performance in metric BS (BD  60) and in the dichotomous TUG 

(TUGd possible or not). Reaching the endpoint successfully is meaningful only for patients whose BA is 

less than 60 to avoid biasing. This applies for 351 of the total 580 patients.  

TUG and BS in the BA < 60 group 

All metric scores of these 351 patients at admission are listed in Table 5. Comparing Tab. 5 and Tab. 1 

shows that major differences are (aside BA) found in WD, HG and particular in TUG: The ability to 

perform the TUG in the full cohort is 194/580 = 33% and in the BA < 60 group 50/351 = 14% only. In 

total 164 of the 351 patients are reaching the endpoint but 184 (52%) could do the TUG at discharge. 
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It should be noted that 20 patients who could perform the TUG at discharge, failed to reach a BD  60 

and 58 out of 222 patients with BD  60 failed to perform TUGd.  

Scores and statistics Valid measures Range M ± SD Median 

BA < 60  351 0 .. 55 38.9 ± 13.4 40 

GDS-15 317 0 .. 14 3.8 ± 2.7 3  

MMSE 326 5 .. 30 23.3 ± 5.4 25 

CDT 297 1 .. 6 3.4 ± 1.3 3 

TUG in seconds 50 16 .. 80 29.5 ± 10.1 29 

HG in kPa 318 0 .. 66 25.0 ± 15.6 24 

WD in m 248 1 .. 100 22.7 ± 21.8 15 

Age in years 351 65 .. 97 83.4 ± 6.4 83 

Weight in kg 347 36 .. 145 71.4 ± 16.1 69 

Weight female in kg 250 36 .. 145 68.2 ± 15.4 66 

Weight male in kg 97 49 .. 112 79.9 ± 14.7 80 

Hospitalization in days 351 7 .. 46 18 ± 4 18 

Table 5: Assessments for patients with BA below 60 points  

The 50 patients who were able to do the TUG test at admission have a mean TUG time of 29,5 ± 10 s, 

but none had a TUG < 12 s. After treatment 48 of the 50 patients still could do the TUG and their TUG 

time improved to 20.7 ± 9.2s but was well above the cut off value of 12 s. From 301 patients who were 

not able to perform the TUG test initially, 136 could do the test at discharge with a TUG time of 26.3 ± 

9,7 sec. This difference of TUGd between patients who could perform the test at admission to those 

who were unable is significant: (26.3s / 20.7s) (t-test for unpaired groups p < 0.01, r = 0.36; Mann 

Whitney-U-test, p = 0.000, r = 0.28). In total only 8 patients reached a TUG below 12s. 167 patients 

failed to perform the TUG at discharge.   

In this group (BA < 60) patients improve their BS-scores by 21.6 ± 13.4 (n=351) and 129 still had a BD 

less than 60. Patients with a successful TUG at discharge improve their BD significantly higher than 

those who were unable to do the TUG at discharge (BD = 27.2 ± 11.4 and BD = 15.4 ± 12.7). This 

difference is significant (unpaired t-test p = 0.000, r = 0.45 or Mann-Whitney-U-Test p = 0.000, r = 0.47).  

Patients meeting both endpoint criteria enhance their BS-scores significantly higher by 28.7 ± 9.9 

(n=164) than those, who fail to do so: 15.3 ± 13.0. A t-test for unpaired groups results in p = 0.000, r = 

0.50 and the Mann Whitney-U-test gives p = 0.000, r = 0.69. TUG-time for patients reaching the 

endpoint is 24.3s ± 9.6s. 20 patients with TUGd but BD < 60 hat a TUG = 29.4 ± 10.9s. Though the 

difference of means is large, the t-Test is non-significant: p = 0.058.    

Bivariate Logistic Regression 

Table 6 lists the results of logistic regressions for meeting the endpoint based on screening data taken 

at admission. The important predictors with a strong effect size f  0.4 are BA (f =0.653) and WD (f 

=0.443). HG (f =0.313) and MMSE (f =0.305) only show a medium effect strength. Compared to the 

analysis of the previous chapter, the important predictors have the same hierarchical order as for TUGd 

alone. Age, weight, GDS and hospitalization in days have a non-significant effect (p > 0.1) and hence 

are not reported in the Table.  
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Predictor for 

endpoint 

²(df=1)  R²  0   

 

1 

 

f  

BA < 60 

 

² = 85.67  

n = 351 

0.299 -4.88<-3.81<-3.00;  

 

0.07 < 0.09 < 0.12; 

 

0.653 

 

WD > 0m 

 

² = 31.7 

n = 248 

0.164 -0.90<-0.53 < 0.13;  

 

0.043< 0.04 < 0.06; 

 

0.443 

HG 

 

² = 23.7 

n = 343 

0.089 -1.4 <-0.97 < 0.58; 

 

0.02 < 0.03 < 0.05  0.313 

MMSE > 0 ² = 20.4  

n = 326 

0.081 -3.61 < -2.40 <-1.43;            

 

0.06 < 0.10 < 0.15;       

 

0.305 

Table 6 Logistic regression parameters (p < 0.05 for all predictors listed).  

Odds-Ratios for nominal predictors 

Some of the predictor variables are binary: gender, main diagnosis, admission from the internal or 

surgical ward with conservative treatment or surgery. To quantify their influence, we investigated 

Odds-Ratios (Tab. 7, Fig. 3). Moreover, for rounding up the above findings, metric predictors are 

transformed into binary ones by using appropriate cut-offs taken from descriptive statistics of the 351 

patients (Tab. 5). For CDT, GDS and MMSE the threshold is set to the cut-off between impairment and 

no impairment   

Predictor A/B ²(df=1); 

nA/nB  

Chance A  Chance B Odds 

= Chance A/ Chance B 

 

p  V 

BA  40 / < 40   59.651 

212/139 

1.753  0.271 3.973 < 6.469 < 10.630 0.000 0.414 

WD (m) 

 > 20/ ≤ 20 

23.391 

120/128      

 

2.750 0.750 2.117 < 3.651 < 6.582 0.000 0.307 

HG (kPa) 

25/<25 

12.893 

164/151 

    

1.485 0.687 1.396 < 2.191 < 3.348 0.001 0.193 

MMSE  24/ <24  14.626 

197/149 

1.318  0.542 1.535 < 2.430 < 3.848 0.000 0.212 

Internal/surgical 

 

4.470 

148/203 

1.162 0.732 1.033 < 1.585 < 2.433 0.035 0.113 

Cons./surgery 4.275 

60/143 

1.143 0.602 1.030 < 1.898 < 3.496 0.039 0.146 

CDT <  3/  3 3.723 

77/219 

1.406 0.840 0.989 < 1.673 < 2.830 0.054  

Female/male 

 

2.212;  

252/99 

0.969 0.678 0.89 < 1.43 < 2.29 0.137  

Weight (kg) 

> 71 / ≤ 71 

5.244 

152/195 

1.202 0.730 1.073 < 1.648 < 2.531 0.022 0.123 

Weight men (kg) 

> 79/ ≤ 79 

2.644 

52/45 

0.529 1.048 0.221 < 0.505 < 1.155 0.104  

Weight women  

> 68 / ≤ 68  

1.780 

108/142 

1.204  0,855 0.851 < 1.408 < 2.328 0.182  

Age < 85/  85 0.340 

198/153 

0.942 0.829 0.742 < 1.175 < 1.736 0.560  

GDS  < 5/  5 0.017 

219/98 

0.991 0.960 0.641 < 1.032 < 1.661 0.896  
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Table 7 Odds-ratios (95%-ranges) for the binary outcome variable TUGd feasible and BD  60. Cramer’s 
V is listed for all significant findings. V  0.5 indicates a strong effect. Medium sized effects are in the 

range 0.50  V  0.3. Smaller Vs correspond to a weak effect. 

Larger effect sizes are found for binary versions of BA, WD, MMSE and HG. CDT is on the verge of being 

significant, and age above or below 85 plays a non-significant role for the outcome of the treatment. 

Only the method of treatment in the surgical ward has a minor impact on the outcome. Gender is also 

not significant. 

Female vs. male 

 Internal vs. surgical

 Conservativ vs. surgery

 Age <  85      

MMSE  24

BS  40 

WD > 20 

HG  25 

CDT < 3

GDS < 5

Weight(male) > 79

Weight(female) > 68

1 2 3 4

                     

0

                     

                     

                     

                     

                     

                     

5 6 7

Better

Prognosis

                     

                     

                     

8 9 10

Worse 
 

Fig. 3 Odds-ratios of predictors for reaching the endpoint calculated for 351 patients with BA < 60. 

Lines indicate the 95% interval, filled dots are ratios with a significant difference in chances for both 

groups.  

Age as a confounder? 

To rule out age as a confounder for the dominant predictors, we analyze bivariate linear regressions 

for BA, WD, MMSE and HG with age as the input variable. Age is a significant predictor only for handgrip 

but with a small effect size. See Table 8.  

Age as predictor F, p R² A; p b, p f 

HG F(1,341)= 4.931;    

p = 0.027 

0.0142 49.199 

p=0.000  

-0.290; 

p=0.027 

0.120 

BA F(1,349)= 0.394 

p = 0.531 

0.0012 44.707 

p=0.000  

-0.070 

p=0.531 
0.034 

MMSE F(1,326)= 2.133 

p = 0.145 

0.007 29.033 

p=0.000  

-0.068 

p=0.145             

0.084 

WD F(1,247) = 0.509 

p = 0.476 

0.002 35.343           

p = 0.048 

-0.152;         

p= 0.476 

0.045 

Table 8 Linear regression for HG, MMSE, BA, WD with age as the predictor. Non-significant p values in 

bold letters. 
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Summary of bivariate analysis 
The above investigations showed that only a few of the assessments at admission exhibit a significant 

impact with a relevant effect size on the improvement of BS, TUGd or the endpoint. Fig. 4 summarizes 

the effect sizes found in bivariate regression analysis. Important predictors are BA, WD, HG and MMSE.  

 

Fig. 4 Effect sizes of significant predictors in bivariate regressions for BD, TUGd (580 patients) and 

reaching the endpoint (351 patients with BA < 60 at admission) as outcome variables.  

Note that age, weight, GDS, gender, length of hospitalization are not significant for the endpoint. We 

use the important metric predictors to develop prognostic models in the following chapter.  

Prognostic Models 
Logistic regression models with appropriate predictors as variables yield probabilities (P) for reaching 

the endpoint. In this way, patients with the highest rehabilitation potential maybe identified. Logistic 

models with three, two and a single one of the strong predictors identified above were derived. Table 

9 shows the model-parameters for the multivariate models. Parameters for bivariate models may be 

taken from Table 6. Fig. 5 shows as a sample a 2D-plot of the probability function P(BA, WD). We see 

that BA with the largest effect size creates a larger curvature. This is in accordance with the decreasing 

effect size. 
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Fig 5 2D-plot for P(BA, WD)   
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Table 9 Significant multivariate logistic regression for reaching successfully the endpoint. Adding MMSE as a forth predictor (BA, WD, HG, MMSE) results 

in a non-significant model (not listed).  

Predictor for 

endpoint 

² R²  

 
0; [exp(B)] BA; 

[exp(B)] 

HG; 

[exp(B)] 

WD; 

[exp(B)] 

f  

BA, WD, HG 

n = 247 

²(d=3) = 63.48;     

 

0.305; 

 

-5.3<-3.77<-2.5 

[0.023]  

0.04<0.07<0.10  

[1.070] 

0.00<0.021<0.04 

[1.021] 

0.02<0.03<0.06 

[1.021] 

0.662 

WD, HG 

 n = 247 

²(d=2) = 40.06;     

 

0.201; 

 

-1.9<-1.178<-0.6 

 [0.308]  

 0.01<0.027<0.05 

[1.027] 

0.02<0.038< 0.06 

[1.039] 

0.502 

BA, HG 

n = 343 

²(d=2)= 89.02;     0.305; 

 

-5.0<-3.983<-3,1  

[0.019]  

0.06 < 0.085 < 0.11 

[1.089] 

0.002<0.019<0.04 

[1.019] 

 0.662 

BA, WD 

n = 248 

²(d=2)= 60.50;     

 

0.291; 

 

-4,84<-3.44-2,44 

[0,032] 

0,05< 0.072 <0,10; 

[1.075] 

 0.02<0.033<0.06 

[1.034] 

0.641 
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Another more practical way of visualizing probabilities are contour-plots (Fig. 6). For example, the 

probability P to meet the endpoint with a certain HG and WD at admission maybe taken from the 

intersection of the corresponding vertical and horizontal lines. If for instance HG = 10 kPa and WD = 

40m the probability for a reaching the endpoint is 66%, see Fig. 6. To use the three dimensional model 

P(BA, WD, HG) a graphic evaluation is not possible and P has to be obtained by computation. The 

formula reads   1
( , , )

1 exp( ( 3.77 0.07 0.021 0.03 ))
P BA HG WD

BA HG WD


        
 

 

Fig 6 Contour plot for P(WD, HG) with contour lines with a 0.1-spacing. Red dashed line is the P = 0.5 

line, which is used for classification. The intersection of WD = 40m and HG = 10kPa determines the 

probability to reach the endpoint.   

Test of Models  

As a first test we determined sensitivity, specificity and correct classification rate using P = 0.5 as the 

classification threshold (Table 10). If P > 0.5 then we expect the patient to reach the endpoint 

otherwise not. Table 10 shows the results for patients with BA < 60, left: 351 patients used for model 

derivation and right: 120 additional patients from the test cohort, whose screening parameters at 

admission were not used for model derivation. 

Table 10 Sensitivity, specificity and total correct classification in % for logistic models using different 

predictor combinations. 

Obviously, qualitatively similar classification rates are achieved for the test-set of 120 patients as for 

the cohort of 351 patients.   

A systematic evaluation of model quality is done by using ROC-curves, AUCs and the relevant indices 

for the test-set and the basic cohort, Tab. 11. Fig. 7 shows these curves for the models with the best 

Gini-Indices (P(BA, WD, HG), P(BA, WD) and P(WD)). We see that in both cases the three predictor-

model has the largest area under the curve and hence gives the best classification results of the three 

models. The optimal cut-off (Jouden-Index) is found by inspecting the coordinates of the ROC-curves. 

Predictor(s) Sensitivity  Specificity  Correct  

classification  

Sensitivity   Specificity  Correct  

classification  

 351 BA < 60 Patients 120 Testpatients BA < 60 

BA 67 70 68 60 84 70 

HG 51 71 61 69 62 66 

WD 67 66 66 83 64 75 

BA, WD 79 56 69 86 70 79 

BA, HG 74 62 68 73 76 74 

WD, HG 74 54 66 90 64 79 

BA, WD, HG 80 59 72 90 70 82 
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The index corresponds to the 45°-tangent to the ROC-curve shown in Fig. 7 for the three predictor 

model. In both plots there is not a singular touching point but a certain range is possible to place the 

tangent. The best cutoff-point for symmetrical sensitivity and specificity (351: 72% to 72% or 120: 78% 

to 78% respectively) is indicated in the ROC-curves and is found in both cases from the coordinates at 

P = 0.57 or P = 0.63.  

Predictors 351 Patients 120 Test-Patients 

 AUC Gini Co:Jouden AUC Gini Co:Jouden 

BA 0.636 < 0.704 < 0.773 0.409 0.46:1.40 0.729 < 0.809 < 0.889 0.618 0.46:1.45 

HG 0.560 < 0.632 < 0.705 0.265 0.48:1.21 0.651 < 0.740 < 0.829 0.480 0.52:1.31 

WD 0.667 < 0.731 < 0.795 0.462 0.50:1.33 0.751 < 0.826 < 0.900 0.651 0.58:1.50 

WD_HG 0.666 < 0.730 < 0.794 0.460 0.55:1.34 0.792 < 0.860 < 0.927 0.719 0.64:1.48 

BA_HG 0.658 < 0.725 < 0.792 0.450 0.54:1.43 0.764 < 0.838 < 0.912 0.676 0.51:1.45 

BA_WD 0.708< 0.769 < 0.830 0.539 0.59:1.40 0.813 < 0.876 < 0.939 0.752 0.62:1.60 

WD_HG_BA 0.717 < 0.777 < 0.837 0.555 0.57:1.43 0.829 < 0.889 < 0.949 0.779 0.63:1.57 

Table 11 AUCs, Gini-coefficients and Jouden-Indices for best cutoffs (Co) for symmetrical classification 

(specificity = sensitivity) for the logistic models applied to both patient cohorts. 

 

 

 

 

P=0.50 

P=0.57 
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Fig 7 ROC-curves for P(BA, WD, HG), P(BA, WD), and P(WD). At the top we see the curves for the basic 

351-patient cohort and at the bottom the corresponding curves for the 120 test patients. 

Table 11 list Jouden-indices, AUCs (95%-confidence intervals) and Gini-coefficients for both cohorts 

and for all significant models. The Gini-coefficients and the AUCs show the same qualitative behavior 

for both cohorts though the values for the 351-group are systematically smaller. The Jouden-Indices 

for multivariate models suggest larger cutoffs than P = 0.5 for optimum model quality. Obviously the 

classification cut-off P = 0.5 used so far favors true positives rather than true negative outcomes. In 

the case on bivariate models smaller cutoffs are sometimes better.  

 

Predictors 351 Patients 120 Test-Patients 

 AUC Gini Co:Jouden AUC Gini Co:Jouden 

BA 0.636 < 0.704 < 0.773 0.409 0.46:0.40 0.729 < 0.809 < 0.889 0.618 0.46:0.45 

HG 0.560 < 0.632 < 0.705 0.265 0.48:0.21 0.651 < 0.740 < 0.829 0.480 0.52:0.31 

WD 0.667 < 0.731 < 0.795 0.462 0.50:0.33 0.751 < 0.826 < 0.900 0.651 0.58:0.50 

WD_HG 0.666 < 0.730 < 0.794 0.460 0.55:0.34 0.792 < 0.860 < 0.927 0.719 0.64:0.48 

BA_HG 0.658 < 0.725 < 0.792 0.450 0.54:0.43 0.764 < 0.838 < 0.912 0.676 0.51:0.45 

BA_WD 0.708< 0.769 < 0.830 0.539 0.59:0.40 0.813 < 0.876 < 0.939 0.752 0.62:0.60 

WD_HG_BA 0.717 < 0.777 < 0.837 0.555 0.57:0.43 0.829 < 0.889 < 0.949 0.779 0.63:0.57 

Table 11 AUCs, Gini-coefficients and Jouden-Indices for best cutoffs (Co) for symmetrical classification 

(specificity = sensitivity) for the logistic models applied to both patient cohorts. 

P=0.50 

P=0.63 
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Discussion 
In this work we investigated the impact of early in-patient rehabilitation along with medical treatment 

in a specialized acute geriatric ward. The aim of this paper was to study and predict the improvements 

of the patient’s condition from admission to discharge using standardized screening parameters taken 

at admission. As in acute geriatric care typically outcome measures [5] combine ADLs with mobility we 

use in this study BD 60 for ADLs at discharge, which is the approved level of independence for 

acceptance in a further rehabilitation unit. The outcome target for mobility is a successful but 

dichotomous Timed-Up-and-Go-Test (TUGd = possible). TUG is not only an indicator for mobility but 

correlates also with cognition [22, 25]. Hence TUG-performance and Barthel score which together form 

the endpoint correspond to a reasonable level of physical functioning and independence after 

treatment. With prognostic models we can quantify a patient’s potential to reach this endpoint. We 

started our analysis with 580 randomly chosen patients and investigated predictors for BD  60 and 

TUGd separately and then in combination as the endpoint. 

Descriptive statistics showed that the Barthel-score in was significantly higher at discharge than at 

admission, with a strong effect size in all ICD-10 groups. Patients starting the treatment with a BA 

between 20 and 55 points have the largest improvement: Their BD was more than 20 points higher, 

which corresponds to a substantial reduction of the assistance needed after discharge. If 20 points is 

the average improvement, we see that 40 Barthel-points at admission indicate that a patient may leave 

the hospital with a mild ADL-impairment (BD  60).   

In order to find predictors for BS-improvement we use linear regression models and classify the 

relevance of the significant predictors by effect sizes. As expected, the Barthel score at admission (BA) 

has the strongest impact. This is in accordance with the literature [26, 27]. HG, WD and MMSE follow 

in descending order. GDS-15 and TUG-time are weak predictors, however there is correlation between 

TUG and the ADLs [21]. Note that age had only a small influence on the BS-improvement (BD-BA). 

Weight and duration of treatment were found to be non-significant for BD. These findings are in 

accordance with a meta-analysis [31], which showed that ADL-improvement in acute geriatric care is 

dependent neither on age nor the days of hospitalization.  

TUG-testing is a problem for geriatric patients because many cannot stand up und this results in a large 

floor effect. The analysis of the TUG-testing showed that only 194 (33%) of the patients could perform 

the test at admission and 406 (70%) at discharge. The number of patients with a TUG time under the 

12 seconds limit [24] for normal mobility increased from 6 at admission to 47 at discharge. These small 

numbers indicate, that TUG-times are not suitable as criteria for mobility of acute geriatric patients. 

Large floor-effects are seen in the above cited meta-analysis [31] as well, where the data of almost 

154.000 patients were analyzed, but only 80.700 data sets for the timed TUG were available. TUG-

times are supposed to be indicators for fall risks, but as it was shown in [12] a dichotomous TUG has 

the same predictive quality as the timed TUG. Moreover, typical geriatric patients will not achieve 

normal functional mobility after treatment, with TUG-times at admission of around 30s and an 

averaged improvement of 10s [31]. These are approximately the same times found for our patients. 

The mean TUG time improved significantly from 26.7s to 17.9s (n = 194). If the level of assistance 

needed after discharge is of interest, the dichotomous TUGd is sufficient. Less assistance is required, 

if a patient can stand up and walk even if the TUG time is 20s or higher. 

The important predictors for TUGd with a strong effect size are the same as found in the BD-analysis: 

BA, WD, HG. MMSE and HG loose some importance and WD seems to be more relevant for TUGd than 

HG, which is obvious, since TUG and WD are mobility indicators [16, 17, 24]. Age is significant but with 

a small effect size. Weight, GDS and hospitalization in days have non-significant effects.  
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If the endpoint, i.e. the combination of ADLs and mobility (BD  60 and TUGd possible) is investigated, 

we considered only those patients with BA < 60 to avoid biasing (351 of the 580 patients). Due to the 

smaller BAs, the metric scores at admission of these 351 patients show a systematic but 

understandable negative offset as compared to the full cohort (Tab. 1 and Tab. 5). However, the effect 

on TUG-performance is drastic. Only 50 patients (14%) with BA < 60 performed the TUG at admission 

instead of 33% in the full group. In total 184 of the 351 patients (52% instead of 70% of the full group) 

could do the TUG at discharge. This shows that lower BAs result in lower TUGd performance. 

Those, who could do the TUGd at discharge have significantly higher Barthel-improvements ( BS) of 

27.2 as compared to those who failed: 15.4. However it should be noted that 20 patients who could 

perform the TUG at discharge, didn’t reach a BD  60, whereas 58 with BD  60 couldn’t do the TUGd. 
Obviously, TUGd is harder to achieve than BD  60. This confirms the expected relation [21] between 

ADLs and TUG, because both measures reflect the mobility-status of a patient. BS is widely accepted 

[26] as the fundamental measure for functionality in daily living. However, Barthel-testing is less strict 

in quantifying the transfer capability and walking.  

For reaching the endpoint (BD 60 and TUGd possible) BA (f =0.653) and WD (f =0.443) are the 

strongest predictors, but with smaller effect sizes as found for the models for TUGd (see Tab. 4). HG (f 

=0.313) and MMSE (f =0.305) only show a medium effect strength. Age, weight, GDS and 

hospitalization in days have a non-significant effect (p > 0.1).  

This ranking of the effect sizes maybe interpreted as follows. BA was shown to be relevant for BD. 

Walking is a valid and reliable quantifier for physical function [16] and a part of the TUG-test. HG is an 

indicator for overall static physical strength [27,28] and hence a strong HG favours higher BD, (see Tab. 

3), but is less relevant for the performance of the TUG. HG tests only static strength whereas the TUG 

performance has multifactorial components and a dynamic aspect. MMSE keeps the forth position in 

the effect size ranking, already found for the independent regressions for BD and TUGd. This may be 

either related to moderate impact on physical function, or, more likely, to the small spread of MMSE-

scores found in our data. Our patients typically have no relevant impairments in cognition (M = 24.3 

SD = ± 5.0, Median 26.0) and hence small differences in MMSE-scores can only produce limited 

differences in the outcome.  

Odds-Ratios for reaching the endpoint support the ranking of metric predictors by effect sizes. 

Significant higher Odds for reaching the endpoint were found for BA  40, WD > 20m, MMSE  24, 

and HG  25 kPa. In case of the surgical patients only conservative treatment is significantly favorable 

as compared to an operation, and patients admitted from an internal ward have higher Odds than 

those from a surgical ward. The effect sizes for BA and WD are medium sized, all others Odds are either 

not significant or exhibit weak effects. Again BA and WD are most important, followed by MMSE and 

HG. Note, that age < 85 and male/female yield non-significant Odds. 

However, as only elderly patients are admitted and age is a marker for functional decline, age is 

expected to correlate with our strong predictors and hence be confounding. However, bivariate linear 

regression for BA, WD, MMSE with age as predictor result in non-significant models. HG is the only 

predictor that exhibits a significant correlation with age as reported already in [6] and declines by 0.29 

kPa/(year of age), which is of no clinical relevance. Hence age is no relevant confounder for the 

dominant predictors. Even the oldest benefit from the comprehensive treatment and improve their 

ADLs and mobility significantly as already noted in [31].  

Logistic regression models with the most important predictors as variables yield probabilities (P) for 

reaching the endpoint. In this way, patients with the highest rehabilitation potential maybe identified. 
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Prognosis in medical decision-making and the prognostic value of geriatric assessments was inves-

tigated by several authors [7, 8, 9, 10, 29, 32]. The main focus was survival rates after critical clinical 

conditions, fall risks, hospitalization and mortality, but to our knowledge, no prognostic models for the 

outcome of acute geriatric care was published so far. Here we derived probabilities P, that a patient in 

an acute geriatric ward with a certain set of assessment scores in BA, HG and WD at admission reaches 

a well-defined endpoint in ADLs and mobility at discharge.   

The predictive power of seven multivariate and bivariate models was analyzed: P(BA, HG, WD), P(BA, 

WD), P(BA,HG) and P(HG,WD), P(BA), P(WD), P(HG). We compared sensitivities, specificities and the 

correct classification rate with P = 0.5 as the classification cut-off for the basic set of 351 patients (BA 

< 60) and for a different set of 120 test patients with BA < 60, not used for model derivation. The 

classification rates for the test-set as well as for the full cohort of 351 patients are similar but the 

classification works slightly better for the test-set. As the 95% confidential intervals of the AUCs overlap 

this may be a random effect. The full model P(BA, WD, HG) yields the best correct classification rates, 

followed by P(BA, WD) as a two-predictor model. P(BA) and P(WD) are the best bivariate models. 

However, the P(WD, HG) based on simple and quick assessments yields a sufficient measure to explore 

the potential of a patient, e.g. by using the contour plot (Fig. 5).  

ROC-curves are frequently used [7, 29, 32] for a systematic evaluation of model quality. We see that 

for both cohorts the three predictor-model has the largest area under the curve and hence gives the 

best classification. The model with BA and WD is confirmed to be second best and from the one-

dimensional models either P(BA) or P(WD) are useful. The standard classification cut-off P = 0.5 results 

in suboptimal classification results since positive rather than true negative outcomes are preferred. 

The best cutoff-point for symmetrical sensitivity and specificity, i.e. the best Jouden-index, is found for 

larger cutoffs than 0.5 for multivariate models and close to 0.5 for bivariate models. Hence bivariate-

models seem to be more specific and less sensitive as compared to multivariate models.  

A comparison of model accuracy in terms of AUCs to other prognostic models in geriatric research 

imply that our models for predicting the level of independence and physical functioning show an 

outstanding predictive quality. Predictions for future falls on the basis of TUG-times or other mobility 

related criteria e.g. have AUCs in range 0.51 to 0.67 [29,32], whereas our models show AUCs from 0.7 

to 0.89. Note that 0.5 is the AUC of a random classifier and 1.0 is the maximum value for the perfect 

model. Therefore, prognosis of future falls seems to be more complicated, as the limited predictive 

quality of the models in [29, 32] show. However, unexpected hospitalization within a certain time-

period and 3- or 5-years mortality can be predicted with similar prognostic strength [7], since similar 

AUCs are reported as in our investigation.  

Limitations         
In total, we investigated the data of randomly chosen 700 patients. Bias was minimized by using 

bootstrap resampling methods to derive 95% confidential-intervals and by considering patients from 

a 10-years-time span. The main limitation is the single centric character of the study. Moreover, the 

hospital is located in a rural area with an almost mono-ethnic population with a high fraction of 

patients working in farming and industry. Hence the physical background is different from patients in 

in metropolitan areas. Data from other geriatric wards would be highly welcome to test our approach.  

Our prognostic models address the potential for independent living but whether a patient in fact was 

able to return to home depends on his or her social situation, which is not under the control of the 

hospital. Since our study is retrospective there is no possibility for a follow up. A longitudinal study 

would therefore be of great interest. These questions will be addressed in future investigations.  
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Conclusions        
In this study, we showed that early rehabilitation in acute geriatric care improves significantly ADL-

capability and physical function. Whether the improvements are sufficient for a discharge to 

domesticity can be predicted by reliable prognostic models, which explore the potential of a patient 

already at admission using standardized screening parameters for the functional status.  

A BD  60 and the ability to perform the TUGd is a valid endpoint and useful criterion to quantify the 

level of physical functioning and independence at discharge. TUGd and BD are complementary and 

predictive measures for the amount of assistance needed by a patient after returning to domesticity, 

because this combination addresses a wide range of competences as ADLs, cognition and motoric 

capabilities. Patients reaching the endpoint have the potential to be discharged to home or to live with 

reduced assistance in institutionalized care or in nursing homes.  

The predictive quality of screening tests at admission was analyzed using linear and logistic regressions 

for BD, then TUGd and finally for their combination defining the endpoint. Significant predictors with 

strong effect size are the assessments of BA, WD, HG and to a minor extent MMSE. That means, the 

functional status at admission has the highest impact on the status at discharge. Age, the kind of 

disorder (internal or surgery), gender or the duration of hospitalization show no relevance. In fact, all 

patients benefit from the treatment of their disorders and the comprehensive rehabilitative training 

in the acute geriatric ward. These results correspond to the findings of surveys including more than 

100.000 geriatric patients and this implies that our cohort of 580 patients represents a typical cross 

section.  

Once the important predictors are known, we can calculate the probability that a patient reaches the 

endpoint using prognostic models. These models determine the potential of a patient for a discharge 

to home on the basis of the functional status measured at admission, quantified with BA, WD and HG. 

The use of such models enables discharge planning at an early stage of treatment in hospital. Different 

combinations of predictors in the logistic models yield correct classification in up to 80% of the cases. 

The model with all three important predictors (BA, HG, WD) is the most accurate, however (BA, WD) 

is almost as reliable. For practical purposes the model not relying on a time-consuming ADL-

assessment (HG, WD) is also efficient to assess the potential of a patient. Bivariate-models (BA) or 

(WD) are less sensitive than their multivariate counterparts but have a higher specificity. AUCs verify 

that these models have a profound predictive quality.    

It was verified that the models once established for a representative cohort, are useful to predict the 

outcome of the geriatric treatment for other patients as well which were not considered for model 

development. Indeed, the prognostic models worked surprisingly well in the test-cohort. This was 

validated by comparing ROC-curves, Jouden-indices and Gini-coefficients for the basic cohort with the 

results for the test patients.  

As a basic rule, which can be applied directly in clinical practice, we find that a substantial BA-score of 

around 40 is the best starting point for the comprehensive treatment in acute geriatric care, which 

should be backed up by walking distance of more than 25 m. Patients with these competences at 

admission are very likely to reach a basic level of independence at discharge. We emphasize that some 

parameters of the patient’s status at admission, which seem to be important at first glance, lack any 
predictive quality. In particular, these are clinical condition, the medical treatment before admission, 

length of hospitalization, weight, age or gender. They are non-predictive for the outcome of early 

rehabilitative care if the potential for increased mobility and independence or even a discharge to 

home is considered. Hence according to our results all kinds of geriatric patients benefit from acute 

rehabilitative care of the elderly.    
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Figures

Figure 1

Barthel Scores at admission (BA) and before discharge (BD) and BS–improvement with standard
deviations indicated by black lines



Figure 2

Linear regression models for BD vs. predictor ranges in %: BA (solid line), MMSE (dashed line), HG (dash
dotted) and WD (dotted)



Figure 3

Odds-ratios of predictors for reaching the endpoint calculated for 351 patients with BA < 60. Lines
indicate the 95% interval, �lled dots are ratios with a signi�cant difference in chances for both groups.



Figure 4

Effect sizes of signi�cant predictors in bivariate regressions for BD, TUGd (580 patients) and reaching the
endpoint (351 patients with BA < 60 at admission) as outcome variables.



Figure 5

2D-plot for P(BA, WD)

Figure 6

Contour plot for P(WD, HG) with contour lines with a 0.1-spacing. Red dashed line is the P = 0.5 line,
which is used for classi�cation. The intersection of WD = 40m and HG = 10kPa determines the probability
to reach the endpoint.



Figure 7

ROC-curves for P(BA, WD, HG), P(BA, WD), and P(WD). At the top we see the curves for the basic 351-
patient cohort and at the bottom the corresponding curves for the 120 test patients.


